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Dear Pastor and Mission Leaders, 
 
     Let me introduce you to MoveIn.  In 2008, Christians in Toronto became interested in 
‘moving in’ among neighborhoods of unreached, urban poor.  In January 2009, MoveIn was 
born.  In that spring, 700 Christians attended the first MoveIn conference which was followed 
by a commissioning of Christians to pray weekly about moving into neighborhoods of 
unreached, urban poor.   
     This is a grassroots movement of regular Christians moving into unreached and urban poor 
communities to love and serve their neighbors.  This is not a mission agency, nor are the 
“MoveIners” full-time missionaries.  More than 93% of “MoveIners” work or attend college.  
They are tentmakers with no need to raise support.  Teams are made up of all ages, but they 
are mostly in their 20’s and 30’s.  They move in for an indefinite time commitment focused on 
long-term relationship building. 
      MoveIn has five distinctives: 1) Prayer is their primary commitment with weekly prayer as a 
team.  2) Presence, they move into the area and present their lives to their neighbors.  3) They 
move into high-density areas, among the poor, who have never heard the gospel.  4) They are 
teams of regular people, who have jobs or are students.  Their teams are made up of two or 
more individuals or couples or families.  5) They make reproducing disciples.  They integrate 
them into local churches or form church-plants to reach and disciple others. 
     Their vision is to see thousands of Christians prayerfully moving in among the unreached, 
urban poor.  Their mission:  “To see the church present and making reproducing disciples in 
more unreached, urban poor communities globally.” 
     Today there are 61 MoveIn teams in 16 cities in Canada, England  and  Germany.  They soon 
hope to have teams in Africa and in the USA.   Last year more than 2,000 people attended 
Christmas parties in the homes of MoveIners.   MoveIn is breaking ground in its mobilization to 
the unreached, urban poor.  Many of these are called the world’s “Bottom Billion” a phrase 
coined by secular economist Paul Collier.  They are praying for a ground swell of ordinary 
Christians to move in among immigrants and refugees who have never heard the gospel and 
who are living in poverty. 
     In September, MoveIn was awarded the 2013 eXcelerate Award for Innovation in mission by 
Missio Nexus.  Maybe, you have people in your church ready to MoveIn.  Contact them at 
contact@movein.to or on the web at http://movein.to/.  
 
Blessings, 
Steve Austvold 
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